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The burgeoning interest of several disciplines in artificial neu-
ral networks is manifest. This recent and eager process has deve-
loped several network architectures and learning algorithms which
have proved to be very useful and successful in scientific research
(including a long list of disciplines such as psychology, biology,
computer science and engineering, medicine or linguistics), and
also in industrial and management applications (such as pattern re-
cognition and prediction, in banks and industrial control proces-

ses). These structures and algorithms are neurally inspired, but this
does not mean that there is a direct correspondence with the real
neural processes of the brain.

One of the classical philosophical issues in Cognitive Science
is the mind-body problem. Contemporary thinkers say that we
don’t know at what precise point the cascades of neuronal firing
have an effect on consciousness or belief, nor do we know exactly
how this effect is accomplished. This philosophical problem have
created a big historical gap, not resolved yet, in cognitive mode-
lling between functional symbolical models for cognitive functio-
ning and the available connectionist models for brain architecture
and processes. 

The history of neural networks in cognitive science shows hu-
ge gaps, and the present revival is still too recent for a coherent
doctrine to emerge. The variety of connectionist techniques, mo-
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dels and applications is bewildering, and there is much discussion
and a lot of confusion about the proper methods, goals and claims
of neural networks modelling (Memmi, 1991).

The basic assumption of Connectionist models is the represen-
tation of underlying material/physical/biological processes of cog-
nitive functional properties. In their most recent introductory ma-
nual for connectionist modelling McLeod, Plunckett and Rolls
(1998) state four basic principles of connectionist modelling:

• The basic computational operation in the brain involves one
neuron passing information related to the sum of the signals rea -
ching it to other neuron.

• Cognitive processes involve the basic computation being per -
formed in parallel by large numbers of neurons.

• Learning changes the strength of the connections between
neurons and thus the influence that one has on another.

• Information, whether about an incoming signal or represen -
ting the network’s memory of past events, is distributed across
many neurons and many connections (McLeod, Plunckett and
Rolls, 1998).

But this principles, thought they show a good neurally inspired
epistemological stratus, they still are too much simplistic, and they
don’t solutionate the mind-body problem, there is still a gap in bet-
ween. In order to find a solution to this problem we must look the
way that at present cognitive modelling assume the relationship
between different levels of description in the brain (see table 1). 

Connectionist models emerge from a bottom-up strategy. They
build models based in the most general and simple neurological
constraints of the brain. Connectionist models generally fulfil the
following assumptions: Their basic processing unit is the neuron,
neurons integrate basic information about the level of their input
and pass this information to other neurons. The influence of one
neuron on another depends on the strength of the connection bet-
ween them, a neuron in the brain usually influences the firing of
several thousand other neurons, this influence takes place at a con-
nection, called a synapse and makes the other neuron more or less
likely to fire. The strength of connection is called the weight of the
connection, and learning is achieved by changing the weight bet-
ween two neurons (see McLeod, Plunckett and Rolls,1998). 

Therefore we can conclude that the properties of a system are
related (reduced) to the properties of the parts, thus we can say this
strategy is reductionistic.

From the standpoint of classical AI symbolic modelling, a top-
down strategy is followed, reducing the model description level to
the relationship between the behavioural and the functional level.
Representations in classical AI models are discrete and arbitrary,
they are abstract propositions and not analogue images (Memmi,

1991). AI assumes unquestioningly the existence of mental repre-
sentations, and models cognition as the processing of symbolic re-
presentations. Another assumption of AI is functionalism, the con-
viction that the level of symbolic representations is the appropria-
te level of description in order to develop cognitive processing mo-
dels. Usual analogies in computer science engineering may state
that only the software is important, not the hardware. So AI cog-
nitive modelling mainly follows a top-down strategy, assuming
that there is no a relevant correspondence from higher-order psy-
chological levels of description to the lower-order biological le-
vels, at least for the goals and interests of an AI (symbolist) cog-
nitive researcher. Therefore the parts are understood in terms of
their function for the system as a whole (Dalenoort & de Vries,
1997). The biological substratum is totally ignored and biological
constraints are not relevant for cognitive modelling. We consider
this strategy of modelling is functionalistic .

Connectionist and symbolist cognitive modelling present a lack
of relevant (neuro)biological and psychological constraints. Rese-
archers may select a mathematical learning algorithm or a compu-
tational semantic rule before assuming theoretical constraints in
their model. From our point of view, while working in cognitive
modelling some basic biological and psychological constraints
must be assumed before starting to build a realistic and feasible
model of cognitive processes. Our model, Conceptual Networks,
emerges from this epistemological impositions.

Many connectionist models claim to have given a precise
match to data obtained in experimental psychology tasks with hu-
man subjects, for example in reading-aloud tasks (Seidenberg &
McClelland, 1989), in accounting of language acquisition as past
tense learning (Plunkett & Marchman 1996) or early lexical deve-
lopment (Plunkett et al., 1992), and also in neuropsychology rese-
arch, as for example simulation of deep dyslexia (Hinton & Sha-
llice, 1991) or information processing deficit in schizophrenia
(Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992).

There are also claims to have developed simulations of proces-
ses that are closer to neurophysiology, like episodic-memory for-
mation in the hippocampus and visual-object recognition in one of
the visual pathways of the primate brain, for example. (See McLe-
od, Plunckett and Rolls 1998, for a wide explanation of these mo-
dels).

Although the correlation with real data is high, connectionist
models can capture the intricacies of brain processes only to a very
limited extent, since in essence their architectures and learning al-
gorithms are mainly based in classification. They produce a map-
ping from a space of input features onto a set of classes, using
backpropagation training algorithms and related methods. Or they
carry out memory pattern association trough the operation of the
Hebbian rule. But it is hard to see how this could work in a natu-
ral system, for example the popular training algorithm of backpro-
pagation, and variations thereof, as used in connectionism sys-
tems, is an important mechanism for artificial systems, but it is not
a plausible mechanism in biological systems. It is based on the as-
sumption that the path from an output neuron to the neurons that
made it fire, can be «found» by the system, or can influence the
growth of local synapses. Backpropagation allows for specifically
strengthening or weakening the contribution from that neuron, so
that the chosen output neuron will react more strongly to the sti-
mulus being trained, and the activity of other output neurons for
that specific stimulus can be weakened. It is clear that the artificial
process of backpropagation is strongly supervised: a trainer is ne-

Table 1
Levels of description in the brain

Sub-micros- Microscopical Macroscopical Functional Behavioural
copical models

Electrochemical Neural Brain Cognitive Behavioural
processes networks parts processes manifestations

Synapses Neurones Modules Symbols Psychological
processes

Bottom-up ⇒   ⇒   ⇒ ⇔ ⇐   ⇐   ⇐ Top-down
processes processes



eded to decide if a response of the system is appropriate for the sti-
mulus that was presented, so it does not satisfy the conditions of
self-organization, since it seems impossible that the path of exci-
tations leading to a response can be traced back (Dalenoort & de
Vries, 1997). Therefore any supervised learning algorithm as
backpropagation cannot be quoted definitively as neurally plausi-
ble.

Anyway, we may find some models in literature that may be
considered neurally plausible. For example some neurophysio-
logycal models quoted before and described in McLeod, Plunckett
& Rolls (1998). These models operate by self-organising compe-
titive learning which is implemented by using lateral inhibition
which is a well-known property of cortical architecture.

We consider the concept of self-organization as an important
theoretical and biological constraint (Dalenoort, 1989 and Daleno-
ort & de Vries, 1997). Self-organization as the emergence of glo-
bal order from local interactions between the elements of a system
has to be accounted for artificial neural network architectures, be-
cause there is no internal or external programmer in order to con-
trol neural processes, the only programmer that can be considered
is genetical disposition through natural evolution.

There are other problems that have emerged through the deve-
lopment of neural networks modelling (see Taatgen, 1999). One of
this problems is network stability. Neural networks are famous for
their capacity to learn, but maintaining this knowledge, as our
brain in a marvellous way does, is harder though. In a standard th-
ree layer network, training on a certain set of data and adding new
information can produce the interference of new information with
old, or even partial or total loss of information or knowledge. Sin-
ce we cannot count on the outside world to orchestrate presenta-
tion of new and old information in the way the network, or our
epistemological constraints, would like it, McCleland hypothesi-
ses this is a function of a different control subsystem, the hippo-
campus. Another solution is to design networks that are not as sus-
ceptible to forgetting as the standard networks. Grossberg´s ART
networks are an example of this idea. An ART network first mat-
ches a new input with stored patterns. If the new input resembles
one of the stored patterns close enough, learning allows the new
input to interact with the stored pattern, possibly changing it due
to learning. If a new input does not resemble any stored pattern, a
new node is created to accumulate knowledge on a new category.
In this way, new classes of input patterns cannot interfere with es-
tablished concepts (Carpenter & Grossberg 1988, Carpenter,
Grossberg & Reynolds,1991).

Another problem is serial behaviour. Many cognitive task,
most notably problem solving, require more than one step to per-
form. In order to do this, a possible solution is setting up some
control structure in order to store intermediate results. Recurrent
networks (see for example, Elman 1993) have this capability in so-
me sense. A recurrent network is a three layer network with an ad-
ditional «state» that feeds back to the hidden layer of the network.
If several inputs are presented in a sequence, for example in pro-
cessing a sentence, this state can be used to store temporary re-
sults.

Artificial neural networks face at present more critics, for
example most of classical connectionist networks are trained for a
very specific task, and sometimes also for a very specific set of da-
ta. If afterwards the system is trained with another set of data, the-
re occurs what is called catastrophic interference. Also the black
box effect (interpretation of the functioning of the system), and se-

veral implementation technical issues (see for a deep analysis in
Spanish: Martin & Sanz, 1997), but neural networks modelling is
a young field indeed, and there is no model yet that adds up all this
issues in a theoretically feasible and successfully implemented
mainframe that will lead to a new scientific paradigm.

A brief theoretical introduction to Conceptual Networks

The proposed model, Conceptual Networks, can be located
halfway between the traditional semantic networks and neural net-
works and focuses on the correspondence between the functional
level and the level that can be traditionally modelled by artificial
neural networks. The nodes and the edges between nodes of the
conceptual network have no labels that can be used by the net-
work. One may even not state that a single node represents a con-
cept, all semantics must be considered to emerge from the activity
through self-organization. For the description of brain processes,
and the conditions under which cognitive phenomena can be res-
pectively be produced and developed we impose psychological
constraints on biological modules, assuming therefore the follo-
wing levels of description: The neuron (biochemical level), cell-
assemblies (built of neurons), excitation loops (branching chains
of cell assemblies), subnetworks (modules of excitation loops to
represent conceptions and procedural knowledge), and conceptual
networks, consisting of subnetworks, and representing the modu-
les underlying cognitive tasks.

Cell-assemblies. For the study of cognitive tasks, the elemen-
tary structural (biological) module in a conceptual network is not
the classical connectionist neuron, it is a distributed assembly of
neurons, a cell-assembly. It comes into existence on the basis of
the Tanzi-Hebb learning rule (d’Angiully & Dalenoort, 1996). The
connections between these neurons have been formed in the basis
of their simultaneous activity. If two neurons are simultaneously
active then a connection between them will come into existence. If
in the future only one of the two is active then the other will be ac-
tivated through the established connection. The development of
connections on the basis of this mechanism leads to the formation
of an assembly of neurons that have a critical threshold. If a suffi-
cient number of neurons is excited from outside, the overall acti-
vity in the assembly rises autonomously to a maximum. When the
activation level of a cell assembly is above the critical threshold,
the corresponding memory trace is assumed to enter conscious-
ness, and activation of eventually connected motor units is effec-
tuated. Cell-assemblies form a network that at the functional level
can be said to contain all our memory traces: a conceptual net-
work. In order to stabilize the activity in the network as a whole it
is assumed that within a cell assembly there exist inhibitory me-
chanisms which redress its autonomous excitation growth and
which give the assembly its modular character. An autonomous in-
hibition complements the autonomous growth. 

Cell assemblies are in their simplest form a group of neurons
that among them have more synaptic interactions than with other
neurons outside the assembly. In a learning situation new synapses
come into existence, the beginning of the emergence of a cell as-
sembly. High interconnectivity between the neurons of a cell-as-
sembly will lead to a fast growth of the activity of the assembly as
a whole. At some time this activity has to stop, when other assem-
blies (have to) become active. This introduces the need for inhibi -
tory neurons, that will bring down the overall activity of an as-
sembly. The idea of cell-assemblies serves to explain an important
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empirical fact: The relative robustness of our memories (neural de-
ath). This fact also leads to the idea that memory traces and co-
rresponding cell-assemblies are distributed over relatively large
areas.

We relate cell-assemblies to the structural level, and the con-
cept they represent to the functional level. Since the cell-assem-
blies correspond to memory traces or concepts at the psychologi-
cal level, the network is referred to as a conceptual network (Da-
lenoort, 1985).

Excitation loops (see figure 1 and 2) . Structures of cell-assem-
blies form loops, that thus exist as biological modules at a higher
level of aggregation. The neural activity in such loops display os-
cillatory behaviour, and it can serve as the material process un-
derlying the functional (information-processing) level. The occu-
rrence of an excitation loop in a conceptual network corresponds
to the finishing of an operation within a psychological task. Both
binary and ternary loops are under investigation, loops consisting
if larger number of assemblies are assumed to be composed out of
these smaller loops. Besides the strengths of the connection bet-
ween the assemblies, a crucial parameter is the degree of backward
inhibition: the extent to which an activating assembly is silenced
once an activated assembly has reached its critical threshold.
Backward inhibition may plan an important role in keeping the
activation in loops within bounds. It is a regulating mechanism

within the loop module. Excitation loops must be extremely robust
given the wide range of conditions (such as cell death) under
which information-processing takes place in natural systems.
Therefore, the sequence of operations of which a task is compo-
sed, is represented s the propagation of excitation loops in a con-
ceptual network. Another important issue in conceptual networks
is the physical concept of resonance. In a causal description of a
cognitive task the finishing of each operation has to correspond to
a dynamically stable state. Such a state of resonance is the princi-
ple on which all information processing in the brain is to be ex-
plained. Within a conceptual network resonance is represented as
a excitation loop. For example, two cell-assemblies keep each
other active and start to oscillate. For the oscillation to occur a pro-
cess of backward inhibition is assumed to be operating, once the
excitation level of a cell assembly has risen above its critical th-
reshold, it will start to inhibit the assemblies that it received acti-
vation from. In our model backward inhibition (as noted before)
will play a crucial role in the selective propagation of excitation lo-
ops (henceforth abbreviated to b.i.).

The sequence of operations of which a task is composed, is re-
presented as the propagation of excitation loops in a conceptual
network. An essential psychological characteristic of a task is that
people develop a «set» for it: they can prepare themselves for the
performance of (part of the) task and when a certain (internal or
external) condition is fulfilled the (part of the) task is actually exe-
cuted. A subnetwork representing a «set» is displayed in figure 1.
It also illustrates the role of subpopulations of an assembly. The
larger circles denoted cell-assemblies whereas the smaller ones re-
fer to the subpopulations that are the carriers of a connection from
one assembly to another. From each subpopulation there also exist
a connection backward, and therefore a cell-assembly and one of
its subpopulations form an excitation loop. In figure 2 the propa-
gation of excitation loops starts as an oscillation of loop (A, A’),
which is activated from outside the subnetwork. It then activates
the assemblies C and D, but only to a degree that is below the cri-
tical threshold, depending on the parameters of the loop (cf. the
excitation curves in figure 2 for C and D, for t = 20 until t = 80).
In the model excitation processes as this level correspond to a
«set». The same or comparable processes may be assumed to un-
derlie the phenomenon of priming.

The coincidence of the activation from two sep a rate sources (lo-
ops) does not amount to the addition of their activation levels. In or-
der to obtain a ro bust mechanism a special decay process was in-
t roduced wh i ch suppresses ex c i t ation that enters a cell-assembly is
t h e re is no simultaneous input from a diffe rent sourc e. At the neu-
ral level this effect of the coincidence of ex c i t ation corresponds to
the synch ronous fi ring of neurons in diffe rent cell- assemblies, cf.
the synfi re chains studied by Abeles (1991, ch. 7). In some situa-
tions strong «priming» is necessary, for others it is necessary that
t h e re is none. In ge n e ral an ex c i t ation loop must not pro p agate wit-
hout there being coincidence of activation. The subpopulations of
n e u rons, also re fe rred to as «subnodes», are necessary to maintain
an ex c i t ation loop to rep resent «set» for incoming contingent ex c i-
t ation. If such subnodes we re not present the netwo rk would have
to be tuned ve ry accurat e ly. It would then lack the ro bustness ch a-
ra c t e ristic of the neuronal processes in the brain. Since subnodes
ke ep the oscillation in an assembly going they do not have a cri t i-
cal threshold of their own. Only when the oscillation of the loop (B,
B’) starts, there is the necessary coincidence of ex c i t ation in the as-
s e m bly C, wh i ch tri gge rs the oscillation in loop (C, C’).
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bition (see text). 
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Figure 2. Evolution of excitation patterns in the propagation of loops.
Along the abscissa the time steps of the simulations have been plotted, the
ordinate represents the excitation levels of different nodes in figure 1 (cell-
assemblies/memory traces), each on a dicotomic scale from 0 to 1, the das -
hed lines indicate the critical threshold of the cell-assemblies in figure 1

Excitation Level of cell-assemblies A, B, C, and D



The cause of the b.i. from assembly C loop (A, A’) extinguish
to a degree determined by the parameters of the loop. This is a cha-
racteristic of the propagation of an excitation loop. Within a con-
ceptual network priming is the accumulation of activation in a ex-
citation loop that remains below the critical threshold. Once the
activation of a loop exceeds the critical threshold of the excitation
level is decreased by b.i. to a given level from which accumulation
will start anew. Given such interactions of loops, various patterns
of priming are possible. Ratcliff & McKoon (1997) have demons-
trated a similar variation of effects of priming.

Subnetworks. Combinations of loops form subnetworks that
have significance as components in a tasks analysis. Functionally
they are comparable to elementary production rules, to a part of a
semantic network, or to the procedures that search such a network
in «classical» AI programs. It is characteristic of a conceptual net-
work that both declarative (data elements) and procedures are re-
presented by networks. The analysis of the task of serial recall of
a list of items will exemplify some of these functional models. Alt-
hough this task is a classical psychological subject, its analysis
clearly demonstrates the necessity of temporary connections bet-
ween the cell assemblies in different subnetwork modules. The
task requires that the presented items, which are part of a data mo-
dule, are temporarily coupled to the memory traces for rank order,
which are part of a sequence module.

The various subnetworks of the serial recall task are the follo-
wing, in which we distinguish between declarative and procedural
networks:

A declarative item network, including a stylized form of input
and output. The process of pattern recognition, for instance how a
letter is composed out of elementary features as edges and corners,
is not represented explicitly in the model. Procedures in the simu-
lation program emulate the role of pattern recognition within cog-
nitive tasks. Characteristic of the serial recall task is the represen-
tation in the item network of properties that determine whether an
item is a member of the list to be reproduced.

A procedural network for testing whether a presented item spe-
cifies the criteria for the list (this is a task-specific network, e.g.
the task instruction may require the reproduction of only the vo-
wels in a list of letters, or only those spoken by a particular voice).

Each functional module is constructed in a way that conforms
to principles of self-organization. Therefore within all modules the
same structures can be distinguished.

The organization of a procedural subnetwork (see figure 3) is
based on the distinction between a single global loop and a num-
ber of local loops. Activation of the global loop corresponds to the
execution of a procedure as a hole, whereas activation of a local lo-
op corresponds to the execution of an operation within a task.
When the global loop extinguishes, the execution of the procedu-
re is stopped. Activation in a local loop may survive the extinction
of the global loop and thereby —for some time— pr ovide a point
of re-entry when the procedure is restarted.

In each procedural subnetwork the global loop activates, as
well as suppresses, local loops, cf. Figure 3. Excitation loops are
always in cooperation and competition. However, if the assemblies

in a local loop are active above their critical threshold, they will
put off this inhibition. The inhibition exerted by the global loop is
a fundamental regulating mechanism within a subnetwork modu-
le. In the discussion of the different levels at which modules can
be distinguished, it was noticed that each level has its proper re-
gulating mechanisms: autonomous inhibition, backward inhibi-
tion, and suppression of local loops by a global one. This last me-
chanism for the control of activation can be generalized for the
network as a whole. An arousal control system is assumed to exist
that disposes of excitation below the critical threshold. Loops that
are active above the critical threshold, however, are able to sup-
press this inhibition. This regulating mechanism, like the other
ones, is «blind» to content and operates solely according to the
causal laws of neural excitations. Functional concepts like atten-
tion are a product of the interaction of these regulatory mecha-
nisms.

The study of constructed conceptual networks, such as the one
for the task of serial recall, is a first step in the construction of such
networks, and of the underlying neural networks, the representa-
tion and functioning of the whole conceptual network is far too
much complex, and will not be displayed here.

Conceptual networks are an effort in order to introduce the ne-
cessity of flexibility in network models, from classical static task
based connectionist structures to true dynamic adaptive systems.
Once the architecture of the system is understood, we can proceed
by making these networks emerge according to principles of self-
organization, in agreement with the development of the discussed
hierarchy of levels and modules.

At present we have developed and tested several models of
classical and relevant cognitive processes, like reproduction of se-
ries of items and feature visual integration, there is no place in this
theoretical introduction for a detailed description of these simula-
tions and experiments. Interested readers must refer to Vries
(1995), Vries & Dalenoort (1995), Dalenoort & de Vries (1997),
and to forthcoming papers from the authors.
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Figure 3. Basic organization of a procedural subnetwork. The global loop
consists of the cell-assemblies G1 and G2, the local loops of the ones de -
noted by resp. LA1, LA2 and LB1, LB2
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